
Initiative 
YEMCONOMY
Pre-Poll STATEMENTS overview and descriptions. All links.

To vote, simply click on the respective link and then choose PRO or NO.
Please participate wherever possible. Influence only can happen if the YEM owners take action in a
significant number.

Should the yemexchange.com site be discontinued without replacement?
The YEM Foundation's own sales page competes with the exchange, on which YEM holders offer 
their YEM for sale. This competitive situation creates great frustration among YEM owners and 
discourages potential investors and businesses from joining the economy. Anyone who wants to 
buy YEM must be referred exclusively to digitalexchange.center.

The YEM Foundation can use the private order function there for your purposes. The current 
yemexchange.com must be switched off permanently without replacement. It is a relic from the 
early days of YEM and has long been redundant and harmful to liquidity on digitalexchange.center.
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19742

Should USDD be canceled without replacement?
Purchasing USDD is currently required to purchase YEM on DEC. This represents an unnecessary 
hurdle for potential investors. In order to accelerate liquidity, the purchase of YEM must be made 
as smooth as possible.
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19743

The YEM Foundation runs an official blog!
In order to promote YEM's reputation, controlled and regular communication with the public 
(public relations is of central importance. For this purpose, consistently recognizable articles must 
be distributed on social media platforms.

Those articles are based on a blog with the official branding of the YEM Foundation. Articles can be
published by authorized authors and by the YF itself and rated, commented on and distributed by 
the community with just a few clicks. This ensures that only those links/articles that come from 
this blog are official. This not only ensures better information, but also prevents fake news. In 
addition, the image of a lively community emerges.
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19744

Should a buyback program be started for all YEM holders?
Promoting professional YEM sellers with fiat commissions ensures a solid financial basis for the 
YEM Foundation, which can serve as the basis for all other paid measures. In particular, regular, 
smaller buybacks can be made on DEC, which results in an immediate increase in the mood and 
reputation of YEM. This measure is a first step towards 100% organic liquidity and sends a signal of 
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hope and confidence to all YEM holders, potential investors and business people who want to join 
YEMCONOMY. YEM could be distributed through an independent company that runs the buyback 
program authorized by the YEM Foundation.
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19745

Should the YEM Foundation regularly report on its planned goals and results?
In order to create a transparent and therefore trustworthy image of the YEM Foundation, it is 
imperative that the goals and planned measures of the YEM Foundation are published at regular 
intervals. The report on the results of the announced goals is just as important. Publications can be
made in quarters. These reports form the information and evaluation basis for the YEM 
Foundation's electorate.
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19746

Should PernumPay’s interfaces be optimized?
For use in popular shop apps, it is necessary that a professional interface is available that takes 
inventory, partial payments, etc. into account. The easier it is to integrate and use this API, the 
faster retailers and service providers will join the YEM marketplace.
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19749

Should PernumPay also be available for P2P?
A simple way to send money for private purposes makes it easier to get started in the YEM world.
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19750

Should the listing of additional coins on YEMCHAIN be accelerated?
The listing of various trading pairs increases entry into the YEM Economy through easy exchange. 
The more coins are traded on YEMCHAIN, the higher the liquidity of YEM.
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19751

Should the YEM Foundation hold weekly online events?
In order to ensure regular training and further education on the topic of YEM, the YEM Foundation 
organizes short and precise online events. These can be presentations and special trainings. A 
social media training with a focus on WUB and the blog increases awareness of a controlled public 
appearance of the entire YEM community and prevents fake news.
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19752

Should the YEM Economy websites be designed multilingually?
In order to ensure the broadest possible range of information and to make it easier to use the 
various services and websites, it is essential to address users in their native language. At least the 
10 most spoken languages in the world should therefore be available on every YEM Economy 
website and service (e.g. YEMChain, PernumPay, YEM Foundation homepage, YEM Supportes Club 
etc.).
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19757
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Should services that promote the YEM economy receive more support?
Liquidity arises from the diverse possible uses of a currency. In order to enable as many business 
owners as possible to get started and take their first steps in the YEM Economy, targeted support 
and the development of trained consultants is necessary. One project that invests in this activity is 
the SHOPPING COMPASS, which also serves as a central search engine for offers with YEM Payment
at all levels.

Furthermore, the SHOPPING COMPASS offers a professional marketing service with the help of 
which YEM in general, as well as the development of professional consultants for the YEM 
Economy, can be advertised by anyone.

In addition, with the help of this project, business contacts who are interested in participating in an
independent YEM marketplace can be recorded and specifically managed by each user. Such a 
collective collection of contacts and their order serves the above-mentioned consultants as a basis 
for their work.

Such projects serve the YEM Economy as a goal-oriented, organized center of action and must be 
brought into focus by the YEM community and all official representatives. This includes regular 
presentations and special training to ensure the broadest possible use and, as a result, countless 
possible applications for YEM.
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19758

Statutes for the YEM Foundation
As far as I understand, there are no written statutes for the YEM Foundation. I think it would be a 
very strong statement if every interested person could read about how democratic the structure of
YEM is and that YEM Holders decide what shall happen next.
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19770

Should the next YF BID elections be announced on time?
In order to find suitable candidates for the next term of office of the Board of International 
Directors of the YEM Foundation, it is important that the elections are announced publicly at least 
3 months in advance and promoted at closely scheduled intervals.
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19771

Should there be a publicly viewable application page for the next BID election?
In order to give suitable candidates for a position on the Board of International Directors (BID) of 
the YEM Foundation a serious impression, it is necessary to provide this - very small group of 
people - with information that is as barrier-free as possible, and thus to motivate them to apply for
this demanding and responsible position.

The (timely) publication of an official application page, on which the requirements, the application 
form and contact addresses are transparently visible to potential interested parties, lays the 
foundation for this.

Such a page could then be promoted continuously worldwide by the YEM community and 
potential interested parties can prepare appropriately for an election campaign.
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Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19772

Holders of an office in the BID of the YF should not hold any significant other positions!
To avoid bias and conflicts of interest, holders of an office on the Board of International Directors 
of the YEM Foundation (BID) are not allowed to hold additional leading positions or offices in other
companies, associations or foundations.
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19773

The application of a new BID candidate must be transparent!
It is imperative to provide the YEM Foundation electorate with as transparent and comprehensive 
a picture as possible of the candidates standing for election. An application form for future 
candidates for a position on the Board of International Directors (BID) must therefore contain 
certain minimum requirements that an applicant must fill out. An application video, for example, is
the absolute minimum standard these days. Such a procedure also protects against possible 
fraudsters who may only want to use their office for their own benefits.
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19774

If in doubt, without guidance!
Wrong motives and a lack of information and training do more harm than good during a 3-year 
term. The installation of officers on the Board of International Directors (BID) of the YEM 
Foundation must therefore be carried out according to consistent requirements. Authorizing 
“placeholders” or “straw dummies” in this responsible position must be consistently avoided – 
even if no suitable candidates can currently be found.
Vote here: https://proorno.com/statement.php?id=19775
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